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I.INTRODUCTION

1.1 Participants

R. ~1. Cook (co-chair)
N. Graham
R. S. T. Ferro
R. J. Fryer
M. A. Pastoors
B. van Marlen
D. A. Somerton (co-chair)
1. 1. Hunt
R. Holst

1.2 Tenns of reference

UK
UK
UK
UK
Netherlands
Netherlands
USA
Canada
Denmark

• The Study Group on the Use ofSelecthity Measurements in Stock~nent [SGSELJ will be renamed
the Study Group on the Use of Selectivity and Effort Measurements in Stock Assessment (Co
Chairmen: DrR.M. Cook, UK (orhis designate) and DrD.A. Somerton, USA)willmeetatICES Headquarters
from 9-13 September 1998 to:

a) validate the selectivity parameters obtained from mesh selection experiments against values obtained
from other methods;

b) perform case studies to assess the impact of post-selection mortality data on total fishing
mortality;

c) further develop the methodology for combining selectivity parameter estimates for different trials;

d) investigate how information sources such as environmental variables and survey gear performance data
or Bayesian priors can be utilised in stock assessment models;

e) evaluate the implications far assessment and management of the stability or trends in catchabilities
on varying spatial scales, with an emphasis on the relationship between fishing mortality for select
stocks and fleet-based effort.

SGSEL will report to ACFM, the FisheriesTechnologyand Resource Management Committees at the 1998
Annual Science Conference.

1.3 Overview

The first meeting ofthe study group concentrated on codend selectivity data and the various issues
related to their use in stock assessments. This work has continued and is reported in Sections 2 and
3 of this report. Section 2 deals with recent developments in field experimental data and the
establishment of a database for selectivity information.



Section 3 is concerned with the problem of combining estimates of se1ectivity from field trials into
single estimates of selectivity for particular gears or fleets. Statistical methods are described which
take into account various sources ofvariability which arise from sampling using differing vessels
under different conditions. The model is then used to obtain for the first time a combined estimate
of fleet selectivity for North Sea haddock based in experimental data. This is compared with
estimates derived from stock assessment data documented in the first SGSEL report (leES 1996a).
Results of these preliminary analyses suggest that the experimental and stock assessment data
provide consistent estimates of selectivity for towed gears fishing for haddock.

\Vhile codend selectivity ofcommercial gears is important in evaluating the management implications
oftechnical measures, the selectivity and catchability of research vessel gears is important in stock
assessment. This is of particular concern where survey data are used to scale the assessment to
absolute, as opposed to relative, estimates of stock size. A common problem in such analyses is the
correlation between the estimates of catchability and natural mortality. Usually there is insufficient
information in the data to estimate both quantities in the assessment and at least one value needs to
be quantified. Section 4 discusses this problem and how experiments may be used to estimate survey
catchability for use in assessments.

Fishing mortality is the only population dynamics variable which managers may aspire to influence
in the management offisheries. Crudely it may be divided into factors which quantify fishing activity
and those which quantify the ability of fleets to catch fish. Fishing activity is usually measured in
terms of nominal fishing effort, such as days at sea ete. Many facters atTect the ability of fleets to
catch fish, informally called catchability, and this will inc\ude, inter alia, fleet capacity, gear type,
vessel size and power and season. Recent advice from scientists for some demersal stocks has been
to limit fishing etTort so as to reduce fishing mortality (lCES 1998a). If such measures are to be
successful then the re1ationship betv·;een fishing etTort and fishing mortality needs to be identified.
In addition, effort data are often important in 'tuning' stock assessments. W06 discusses some of
the problems associated with the use ofcommercial etTort data. Section 5 deals with these issues in
relation to the North Sea demersal stocks.

A common assumption made when evaluating the benefits of a mesh size change is that fish \vhich
pass through the net without being retained an survive. At face value this means that increasing mesh
size may improve the long term yield from a stock. Recent experiments have indicated that not an
fish passing through the gear survive. This may have important implications both for the evaluation
of mesh sizes and for conventional stock assessment if a significant number of deaths are not
accounted for in the calculations. Section 6 reviews the present state ofknowledge ofthe survival
offish which have passed through a codend. Attempts are also made to ca1culate the impact ofthis
survival on conventional assessments. Preliminary results for North Sea haddock suggest that
although the etTect may not be large, inc\uding the post-selection mortality in the assessment can
alter the perception ofthe state ofthe stock.

2. SELECTIVITY DATA

Study Contract No. 1991/15 (\Vileman, 1991) for the Commission ofthe European Communities,
Directorate General for Fisheries gives a review of available selectivity data, inc1uding an extended
bibliography and data sheets of codend selectivity measurements fer North Sea species. The data
are based on species, gear type and author and are given in an aggregated format. Raw data are not
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included, but summarised data with confidence limits are available. Averaged data corrected to a
standard codend. Easy exchange of this data is Iimited due to the fact that they are only given in
printed form.

The methodology ofconducting selectivity experiments as given in Pope el.al., 1975 was improved
substantially by a task group with members from the Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour
\Vorking Group (FTFB-WG), published as an ICES Cooperative Research Report (Wileman cl al,
1996). The authors of the manual recommended specifically "the establishment ofan international
database of gear selectivity measurements obtained using approved methods".

Selectivity data are not held centrally but by individual institutes in widely varying formats. It is
therefore diflicult to obtain appropriate summaries or subsets of the wide range of available
selectivity information. The wish to improve the exchange of selectivity data has been expressed
during several meetings ofthe lCES Working Group on Fishing Technology and Fish Behaviour in
recent years.

FollO\\ing the activities in the Fish Capture Committee, the Ad Hoc Group on the ICES Secretariat
• Databases included in his report the establishment of a selectivity database as one of desired new

initiatives. It was listed under item 10 in Chapter 3 "New initiatives and associated databases" (lCES
1995).

Gear designs are continuously evolving which affect size selectivity. Older data on cod-end
selectivity do not therefore accurate!y represent the selectivity of current fleets and the fishing
mortality they cause. To reduce fishing mortality a range of devices has been developed (eg rigid
sorting grids and square mesh escape panels) and as these are now being adopted in conservation
measures, knowledge oftheir selectivity is also needed.

In 1996 an EU-funded concerted action (van Marlen, 1998) was started. The project aimed at
defining the specifications and conditions for developing, using and maintaining a selectivity
database.

Participants from institutes in Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Germany, The Netherlands, Belgium,
France, Portugal, The United Kingdom, and Greece addressed workers in gear technology and stock
assessment to investigate the need for selectivity data and find out the extent of data collected.

There are three categories of participant in a database system: the duta owner who supplies the
original data; the user who makes requests for data; the host who acts as a central focus and may
operate the database. A participant may be a public research institute, a private organisation, an
international body (eg ICES) or exceptionally an individual scientist.

The fisheries manager or stock assessment biologist usually needs highly aggregated data at fleet or
area level - eg the fishing mortality for sole for the Belgian beam trawl fleet (engine power below
270 hp) in ICES Area IVc. The most appropriate aggregation level for this group is at experiment
level where an estimate ofthe selecti\;ty ofa particular codend tested during one experiment (many
hauls) is available. These can be aggregated to the desired higher level ifinformation on variance is
available.
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The gear technologist or stock assessment biologist may want less aggregated data to develop
models of selectivity in terms ofvariables which change every haul - eg the effect of catch size on
selectivity of haddock in pair trawls. Here it may be necessary to have estimates of the selectivity
ofindividual hauls made with a particular codend \vhich can then be combined to develop a model.
Haul-level information mayaIso be most appropriate for deve10ping models ofthe effect ofvariables
such as mesh size which do not vary from haul to haul in an experiment.

The statistician may want to undertake more detailed research to develop improved methods of
analysis of selectivity data. In this case it is usually essential to have the full original data set
comprising the lenbrth/frequency distribution ofthe measured fish and the appropriate raising factors.
A comprehensive database including the length-frequency information mayaIso be required by all
collectors of selectivity data as a means of long-term storage and to ensure that all relevant
information on an experiment is recorded for posterity.

Following a consultation exercise with potential database users, a number of options for the
establishment of such a database have been identified. These options are now the subject of a project
proposal to develop the database with financial assistanee from the EU. At present the eontract is
under negotiation. •

3 FLEET ESTIMATES OF SELECTIVITI'

3.1 l\lethods of combining selectivity data

Annex I (also WD2) discusses methods for combining selectivity data from different trips. Typically,
se1eeti'vity data contain information at a number of different levels. With just one trial (with a single
codend say), there is information about the seleetivity of each haul, and about how selectivity varies
between hauls. With several trials, there is additional information about how seleetivity varies
between eodends, or between trips with the same vessel, or between vessels. Such data are known
as hicrarchical or multilcl'eI data.

There are many techniques available for modelling hierarchieal data; see Goldstein (1995) for
example. Broadly, these fall into two types:

Bayesian methods, and particularly Monte Carlo Markov Chain teehniques (eg Spiegelhalter ..
ct al, 1995). Holtrop (1998) describes in detail how these ean be applied to different •
selectivity data structures.

• Fixed and random effects models (mixed models). These are frequentist in approach.
Essentially, fixed effects represent changes in selection due to 'controlled' changes in net
configuration, such as mesh size. Random effects represent 'uncontrolled' change in
selection, such as variation between hauls, or between trips. The between-haul selectivity
model ofFryer (1991) is a simple mixed model.

Experience suggests that both Monte Carlo Markov Chain techniques and mixed models tend to give
similar conc1usions about gear selectivity (Holtrop, 1998). Often, software considerations dictate
which method is used.

Annex 1 gives t\\'o stylised examples that show how mixed models can be formulated for selectivity
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data. The theory is then applied to all the haddock selectivity data collected by FRS Marine
Laboratory between 1992 and 1998 (Ferro & Graham, 1998). The data come from 9 vessels, 14
trips, and 58 different test codends. The response variables are the estimated 150 and log SR of each
test codend, and the explanatory variables are:

• gear categorical: single trawl, pair trawl, pair seine, twin trawl

• season categorical: winter, spring, summer

• mesh size continuous: range 66 - 119 mm

• open meshes round continuous: range 54-134

• twine thickness continuous: range 2.9 - 6.4 mm.

The results of the analysis must be regarded as pre1iminary, for reasons given in Annex 1, but
essentially:

• 'sn increases with mesh size, decreases with open meshes round, and decreases with twine
thickness,

• log SR increases with mesh size, and is greater in summer than in winter,

• there is no significant gear effect,

• • there is significant variation between-codends and between-trips,

• aIthough selection is bound to vary between vessels, there is no evidence of such variation
in the data; this is probably due to the lack ofbalance in the data, which makes it difficult
to tease the between-vessel variation apart from the behveen-trip variation.

3.2 Estimating fleet selection

Annex 1 describes how fleet selection might be estimated, given the results of aseries of selection
trials such as those described by Ferro & Graham (1998). Define fleet selection to be

fJjleet (l) = prob (fish oflength I is retained by a net in the fleet I it enters the net).

Let

q,.th (l) = prob (fish oflength' enters the net ofvessel von hauI hof trip t),

where subscript v runs through all vessels in the fleet, t runs through all trips made by vessel v, and
h runs through all hauls made by vessel v on trip t. Further, let

r,.th (l) = prob (fish oflength 'is retained I it enters the net ofvesse1 von haul hof trip t).

Then fleet selection is given by

fJjleet (l) =

which is an average, over all the hauls conducted by the fleet, ofthe retention probabilities at length
I, weighted by the 'catchabilities' at length I.

Either a lot ofdata, or some sweeping assumptions are needed to proceed further. One sensible way
forward is to assume that the fleet can be divided into a number ofdiscrete groups, g. each operating
with a particular net confibruration (eg mesh size, meshes round, etc.). If1tg is the proportion ofthe
catch taken by group g, then we can estimate fleet selection by
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fJfleet (I) = L 1tg E[ r/1) ].
g

where E[ r:/f) ] is the expected retention curve ofa net in group g.

The results ofthe mixed model analysis were used to estimate the fleet selection of Scottish single
trawls, pair trawls, and pair seines, on haddock in 1994. It was assumed that:

• alI vessels fished with 100 mm mesh, and 100 open meshes round (current regulations)

• 50% ofvessels used 6 mm twine, 25% used 5 mm twine, and 25% used 4 mm t\vine

• 50% oftrips occurred in winter and 50% in summer.

Figure 3.1 shows the estimated fleet selection curve (solid line), with approximate pairwise 95%
confidence intervals (dashed lines). The selectivity curve has an 150 of26.5 cm and a SR of 5.8 cm.

3.3 Estimates of fleet selection from selectivity trials "s. estimates from other methods

During the meeting, an attempt was made to compare an estimate of fleet selection based on the
mixed model analysis in Annex 1, with an estimate obtained using the method of Cook & Reeves •
(1996). The latter estimates fleet selectivity using conventional stock assessment data, inferring fleet
selectivity from the relationship between fishing mortality at age and mean length at age.

Cook & Reeves (1996) give estimates of haddock fishing mortality at age and mean length at age
for Scottish single trmvls between 1990 and 1994. The data are plotted in Figure 3.2. The
relationship bet\veen fishing mortality at agefand mean length at age I can be modeBed as:

f = Kexp(a + ßf)
I + exp(a + PI)

Here, K simply scales a conventionallogistic selection curve. Figure 3.2 shows this function fitted
to the data using nonlinear least squares with weights proportional to t 2

• The estimated selection
parameters, with approximate 95% confidence intervals, are given in Table 3.1. Note from Figure
3.2 that there is no length information between 25.9 and 29.6 cm, the criticallength range for
estimating 150' Repeating this analysis on a quarterly basis might help.

To obtain comparable estimates from the mixed model analysis requires a breakdown ofthe fleet _
between 1990 and 1994. \Ve assumed that

• bet\veen 1990 and mid 1992, alI vessels fished with 90 mm mesh, and that 25% ofvessels
used 3.5 mm twine, 50% used 4 mm twine, and 25% used 5 mm twine,

• bet\veen mid 1992 and 1994, aB vessels fished with 100 mm mesh, and that 25% ofvessels
used 4 mm twine, 37.5% used 5 mm twine, and 37.5 % used 6 mm twine,

• throughout, aB vessels used 100 open meshes round,

• 60% oftrips occurred in summer and 40% in winter.

Table 3.1 gives the estimated selection parameters with approximate 95% confidence intervals.
These confidence intervals incorporate both uncertainty due to the estimation ofthe parameters in
the mixed model, and uncertainty in the proportions used above. The first component is based on
the covariance matrix ofthe parameter estimates in the mixed model. Ta get same handle on the
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second component, we allowed the proportions to vary within a plausible range of values:
specifically,

• 1990 - 1992: proportion ofvessels using 3.5 mm twine was uniformly distributed between
20 and 30% ie - U(20, 30), the proportion using 5 mm tW'ine - U(20, 30), and the
proportion using 4 mm twine was adjusted accordingly,

• 1992 - 1994: proportion ofvessels using 5 rnrn twine - U(32.5, 42.5), the proportion using
6 rnrn twine - U(32.5, 42.5), and the proportion using 4 rnrn twine was adjusted accordingly,

• proportion oftrips in summer - U(50, 70).

Figure 3.3 shows the two estirnated fleet selection curves, with approxirnate pointwise 95%
confidence limits. The curve based on experimental selectivity data is to the left ofthat based on
conventional fisheries data. Although the 95% confidence intervals do not overlap much, the
difference between the two curves is not great, particularly considering all the sirnplifying
assurnptions that have gone into both estirnates.

Table 3.1
Fleet selection curve based on

conventional fisheries data
26.0 (24.2, 27.8)
28.0 (26.4, 29.6)
29.9 (27.9,31.9)

7

experimental selectivity data
22.6 (21.5,23.6)
25.5 (24.5, 26.4)
28.4 (27.4, 29.3)
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4.INCORPORATING ESTll\IATES OF SURVEY TRA\VL EFFICIENCY INTO STOCK
ASSESSi\IENT MODELS

4.1 Introduction

A simple simulation study reported in Somerton and Hilbom (WD8) was used to demonstrate that
a time series of relative abundance data, such as one produced by a research trawl survey, can be
insufficient to allow precise estimation of survey trawl catchability and current population size in
stock assessment models \vhen the populatio~ has not experienced large contrasts in population size
duc to changes in fishing mortality rate. In such situations, precision in the estimates of current
population size may be improved by either fixing the survey catchability parameter in an assessment
model at a value determined experimentally or using experimental data to formulate a prior
probability distribution on catchability for use in a Bayesian analysis. The report by Somerton and
l\funro (W03) describes an approach to estimating the capture efficiency ofsurvey tra"v'ls from the
data produced by at-sea experiments. The report ofSomerton and Thompson (WD4) describes how

• the experimental estimates oftrawl efficiency can then be incorporated into stock assessment models
using a Bayesian analysis.

4.2 Estimatil1g survey trawl efficiency

Somerton and l\.funro (W03) describe an approach to estimate the capture efficiency of survey
trawls based on a theoretical model ofthe trawl capturc process developed by Oickson (1993a). In
this model, the fishing \vidth ofa trawl, measured from door to door, is partitioned into the net path,
or the width swept by the trawl net, and the bridle path, or the width swept by the bridles, sweeps
and doors. For cases in which there is neither escapement over the headrope nor escapement out
ofthe trawl path before the passage ofthe doors, the catch predicted by this model is the sum ofthe
catch offish initially in the trawl path and the catch offish herded from the bridle path into the trawl
path. Algebraically this is expressed as:

4.1

Where N = catch in numbers
o = fish density
\Vn = net width
Wd = trawl width
L = tow length
Kb = bridle efficiency
~ = net efficiency

In this expression, the first term represents the part of the catch derived from the net path and the
second term represents the part derived from the bridle path. Bridle efficiency, or the proportion
of fish within the bridle path herded into the net path, and net efficiency or the proportion of fish
passing between the wings ofthe trawl that are caught, are typically both a function offish size, but
for simplicity a subscript denoting size dass has been omitted. Trawl efficiency (K), or the quotient
ofthe catch divided by the number offish in the trawl path (DWDL) is expressed as:
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- K( 1- JV
n1] lI'here K= Slreep efficiency

nJV ' JV s
d d

Thus the problem of estimating tra\'v'l effieieney is one of estimating bridle effieieney and net
effieieney. This has been done using two distinet types of experimental data (Diekson 1993b).

Net effieieney was estimated by attaehing an auxiliary net under the trawl net to capture fish
eseaping under the footrope, similar to Engas and Godo (1989) and Walsh(l992), then fitting a
statistieal model to the quotient of the trawl eateh to the auxiliary net eateh as a funetion of fish
leO!,Tth (i\funro and Somerton in prep, Somerton and Otto in prep). Implicit in this approach is the
assumption that fish ean eseape only under the footrope after they have entered the net past the wing
ti ps. For most speeies this is probably eorreet beeause the cod ends of survey trawls are usually
lined with suffieiently small mesh to prevent mesh eseapement. Experiments using the auxiliary net
eonsisted oftrawling repeatedly in one or 1\vo loealised areas and recording for each tow the number
of eaeh speeies, by size, eaptured in the trawl and auxiliary nets. Net effieieney by size was then
estimated from these data in a t\VO stage process. First an appropriate model relating net efficieney
a~d size was ehosen by fitting four models ofhierarchically inereasing complexity and picking the •
best or most parsimonious model using likelihood ratio tests (l\funro and Somerton in prep). Next,
eonfidence intervals about the predieted value of net efficieney at eaeh size was estimated using
bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani 1993). As an example of this, for yellowfin sole net efficiency
inereased with len!:,rth until a maximum ofO.77 was reaehed at 31 cm then declined slightly at larger
sizes (Figure 4. 1).

Bridle efficiency was estimated by experimentally varying the length ofthe bridles, similar to Engas
and Godo (1989), and modelling the ehange in eateh that accompanies the ehanges in bridle length
similar to Dickson 1993b and Ramm and Xiao (1995). Such an approach is based on the assumption
that when net efficiency and fish density are constant for the three bridle lengths within each block,
variation in eateh is due to variation in the area swept by the bridles. Three bridle lengths (27.3 m,
54.6 m and 81.6 m) were used, in random order, in sufficiently dose proximity so that fish density
was kept nearly constant. Net \vidth and trawl \vidth were measured on each tow. Bridle efficieney
was then estimated from this data by fitting Equation 4.1 to eateh, trawl width and net width data.
Because the time required to fit the model to each data set was quite lengthy (about 10 minutes on
an SGI workstation) variance of the estimate of bridle effieieney was approximated using the
aS}1TIptotie eovariance matrix instead of estimated with a bootstrapping proeedure as it was for net _
effieieney. For 6 of8 flatfish species examined, tests for variation in bridle effieieney with fish length
were not signifieant, indicating that, for the speeies and size range examined, herding is not a size
dependent proeess. For the 2 speeies with signifieant variation, bridle effieieney decreased with
inereasing fish length. As an example of this proeess, for yellowfin sole bridle effieieney was 0.21
(±0.08). The ehange in the eateh with bridle length and the fitted model are shown in Figure 4.2.

The trawl effieieney was eomputed from the estimates of net effieieney and bridle effieieney using
Equation 4.2. Variance ofthe estimates oftrawl efficieney were obtained using the delta method on
Equation 4.2 and ignoring all covariance terms. In the future, the fitting procedure \vill be
formulated more efficiently to facilitate the simultaneous bootstrapping ofboth the herding data and
the net efficieney data to estimate varianee. Trawl efficieney and its approximate 95% eonfidenee
intervals are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Estimates of the variance of trawl efficiency are likely too low because, for practical reasons
sampling was conducted in smalllocalised areas and may not have captured the spatial variation in
trawl efficiency that occürs over Üie wider geographical area encompassed by the survey. In the
future, the process outlined above could be improved in two ways. First, the auxiliary net could be
used during the herding experiment so that the data needed to estimate both net efficiency and
herding efficiency are collected simultaneously. This would allow estimation of any inherent
covariance between the two parameters. Second, the combined herding/escapement experiment
could be done periodically over the course of a stock assessment survey, rather than on a special
research cruise so that the estimates better reflect the mean and variance over the entire survey area.
Together these modifications will allow the procedure to better determine the error associated with
the efficiency estimates.

4.3 Incorporating cstimatcs of survcy trawl catchability into stock asscssmcnt models using
ßaycsian analysis.

Somerton and Thompson (WD4) describe an approach to incorporate experimentally derived
estimates ofsurvey trawl catchability into stock assessment models. In the Northeast Pacific, stock
assessment models have became increasingly complex with objective functions often involving
several independent time series of relative abundance indices. Such models have a large number of
parameters (up to 500) consisting ofboth those that are usually fixed at a predetermined value (e.g.
weight-Iength parameters, von Bertalanffy parameters, natural mortality, length at maturity and
survey catchability) and those that are usually estimated during the process offitting the model to
relative abundance data (e.g. annual recruitment, initial stock size and selectivity parameters). One
ofthe most influential parameters, the catchability ofthe survey trawl, has been treated as a fixed
parameter in some analyses and as an estimated parameter in others. In situations where the time
series of survey data was short or where there was little contrast over time in the fishing mortality
rate, the relative abundance time series contained too little information to constrain the value of
catchability adequately and, consequently, the values of fishery control variables such as Total
Allowable Catch or fishing mortality rate. When this occurred, maximum survey catchability was
fixed at 1.0, a value based on two assumptions: 1) efficiency ofthe trawl net is 100% and herding
is zero or escapement and herding equally balance, and 2) the survey covers the entire geographical
range of the population. Because neither of these assumptions is likely to be true, some stock
assessment mode1ers have considered a different approach. Although catchability could be fixed at
a value derived from the trawl efficiency experiments, such values are potentially biased because
trawl efficiency may vary spatially and the experiments covered only a small part of the total survey
area. As an alternative, catchability could be treated as an estimated parameter in the model but one
that is constrained to some degree by the information about its value provided by the efficiency
experiments. One method for doing this is based on Bayes' Theorem (Thompson, 1992; Walters and
Ludwig, 1994).

To introduce the Bayesian approach to prior information, consider the following overly simplistic
and somewhat contrived application of Bayes' Theorem based on a situation in which a population
was sampled with a trawl to estimate mean density twice in succession. Although mean density at
the time of the second sampling could be based entirely on the second sampie, it could be argued
that the first sampie also contains information that should be incorporated into the estimate. Bayes'
Theorem provides a way to include this information. To use Bayes' Theorem we must first define
a statistical model ofthe sampling process, which in this example is the Poisson distribution. From
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the first sampIe, we could calculate the Prior probability distribution of the mean as:

~(data~'\l)
Prior(lv!) ]

J L ~(data~\~)
j

where 9.'(dataA!) is the likelihood ofthe first sampIe at thejth value ofthe mean ofthe Poisson
distribution and the summation in the denominator is over all values of the mean (1\1 is a continuous
variable and the notation Mj is intended to indicate that it has been discretised in some way). From
the second sampIe, ,ve again caIculate the likelihood of the data at each value of the mean. \Vith
these 1\vo quantities, the Posterior probability distribution of the mean is then calculated using Bayes
Theorem:

~(datal,A!)Prior(lv!)
Posterior(A!ldata)= L ] ]

J ~(data~'\~)prior(A'9
j

This process is shown graphically in Figure 4.4.

Moving from this simplistic example to an actual application in a stock assessment, eonsider the •
1997 assessment ofthe eastern Bering sea population ofPacific cod. Early attempts at incIuding a
Bayesian prior distribution on catchability expanded to incIude a prior distribution on natural
mortality as ,vell beeause the two parameters are confounded in the stock assessment model that is
used (Thompson, 1994). The prior distribution on catchability had a mean of 1.0 and a standard
deviation of 0.3. Although the mean is based on the value derived from efficiency experiments
(Pacific eod is the only species examined to date at the Alaska Fisheries Seience Center that has no
detectable escapement from the net used in the survey trawl and no detectable herding), the value
for the standard deviation was somewhat subjectively chosen because the estimate for the
experimental value was not finalised at the time of analysis. The prior distribution on natural
mortality had a mean of 0.37 and a standard deviation of O. 11. The mean was obtained from a
simulation study and the standard deviation was again chosen somewhat subjectively (Table 4. I).
In addition to the mean and standard deviations of the two parameters, they were assumed to have
an inherent correlation that was set to -0.5 and a bivariate prior distribution (Figure 4.5, upper panel;
Table 4. I). This assumption was arrived at in a discussion between managers and scientists,
although a purely scientific judgement would be that such a correlation is zero. The likelihood of the
data (e.g. relative abundance, catch at age, etc.) produced by the stock assessment model was quite _
different than the prior distribution, with a maximum for catchability at 4.67, which is extremely
high, and for natural mortality at 0.04, ,,,hich is extremely low (Table 4. I, Figure 4.5). The resulting
posterior distribution had a maximum for catchability at 1.66 and for natural mortality at O. 18, both
more realistic values. These values, however, are quite dependent on the values chosen for the
standard deviations in the bivariate prior distribution and, at, present, these are just educated
guesses.

In future applications of this method, the prior distributions will be based on the observed
experimental error even though these estimates of eITor are likely too low because of the limited
geographical coverage ofthe trawl effidency experiments. In addition, the experimental procedures
will be modified so that much ofthe spatial, and perhaps temporal, variation is captured.
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Table 4.1
Distribution mean SO mean SO correlation

catchability catchability mortalitv mortalitv
Prior 1.00 0.30 0.37 0.11 -0.50
Likelihood 4.67 0.69 0.04 0.03 -0.97
Posterior 1.66 0.26 0.18 0.02 -0.81
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Figure 4.1. Mean net effieieney (solid line) and 95% eonfidenee intervals (shaded area) for yellowfin
sole as a funetion ofbody length. Sampie size at eaeh lern interval is proportional to the diameter
of the circles. A total of 17 rows and 9717 length measurements were taken for this species.
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Figure 4.2 Catch ofyellowfin sole in numbers and the width ofthe bridle path in metres is shown
for each ofthe 15 statistical blocks sampled with each ofthe three bridle lengths. The lines show the
fitted herding model (Equation 4.1).
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Figure 4.3 l\'1ean trawl efficiency (solid line) and 95% confidence intervals for yellowfin sole as a
function ofbody length.
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Figure 4.4 The first sampie was 100 observations drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of
10 (Top panel). A smoothed frequency distribution ofthis sampie is shown with the solid line. The
scaled likelihood or probability distribution of the mean is shown with a dashed line. This
distribution is then used as the Prior distribution in the next stage. The second sampie was 100 e
observations drawn from a Poisson distribution with a mean of 20 (Lower panel). A smoothed
frequency distribution of this sampie is shown with asolid line. Applying the Bayesian analysis
described in the text produced the Posterior probability distribution shown with a dashed line. The
mean ofthe Posterior was 15. The Posterior mean will depend upon the error in the first and second
sampies. For example, ifthe size ofthe first sampie is increased to 200 the mean ofthe posterior
distribution is 13. Ifinstead the sampie size ofthe second sampie is increased to 200 the mean of
the posterior distribution is 16.
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without any eonstraints on the parameters (middle panel). Bivariate posterior probability distribution
of catchability and natural mortality calculated by applying Bayes' Theorem (Lower).
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5. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FISHING EFFORT AND FISHING

5.1 North Sen roundfish

The relationship bet\veen fishing mortality and fishing eiTort has been examined for four roundfish
stocks in the North Sea, ie cod, haddock, whiting and saithe. Annual data were taken from the most
recent lCES assessments in ICES CI 996b) for a range of gear types. In order the investigate the
relationship, total fishing mortality, F, was partitioned into partial fishing mortalities,./. by fleet, I,
using the ratio of the fleet catch to the total catch.

The values ofjwere calculated on an age disaggregated basis for each year. A meanjfor each year
was then calculated as an average over a standard reference age range as used by leES (1996b). The
mean partialJby fleet was plotted against the nominal fishing eiTort as used by the \vorking group.

Conventionally the relationship bet\veenjand nominal eiTort, E, is considered to be of the form;

j q E 5.1.1 •
where the catchability (q) is assumed to be constant. Catchabilityexpresses a variety offactors which
determine the 'vulnerability of fish to capture. It is likely that q increases with time. Such possible
trends have been examined by plotting q against time (t) where q has been estimated from:

1;.t
qu = 5.1.2

E· tI.

For a large number offleets and stocks there was a discernible positive relationship between fishing
mortality and nominal eiTort as expected. The clearest trends were seen where there was a large
amount of contrast in the data. Trends in catchability were less \vell defined. However, there was
a tendency for q to increase with time as might be expected.

This initial analysis showed that there is a broad relationship between fishing mortality rate and
eiTort. The question remains to what extent can the observed variations in catchability be explained? _

Fishing eifort is defined as the product offishing activity and fishing power (eg Beverton and Holt,
1957). The fishing eiTort exerted by a fleet is the sum of these products over all fishing units in the
fleet. Fishing activity is in units oftime. Fishing power is the ability ofa fishing unit to catch fish and
is a complex function depending on vessel, gear and crew. However, because measures offishing
power may not be available, activity (such as hours fished) has often been used as a substitute for
eiTort and called 'nominal eiTort'. The consequence is that catchability includes not only the
availability and vulnerability offish but also the power ofthe fishing gear to catch them. Iffishing
eiTort is to be controlled, the relationship with fishing mortality must be established.

5.1.1 Variation in fishing power
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When fishing pO\ver is relatively constant catchability will reflect only changes in fish availability, as
suggested by Cook and Annstrong's analysis (1985) over the period from 1962 to 1982 when there
was little gear development. In recent years however, there have been many changes in technica1
measures and in gear and vesscl design which may alter selectivity and fishing efficiency and hence
fishing power significantly. To iIIustrate the scope of such changes the relevant gear and vessel
developments in Scotland over the past 40 years are described briefly and the main technical
measures on eod-end design applying to the North Sea whitefish fisheries in UK waters given (5.1).

The efficiency of Scottish seine and trawl gear was improved by the introduction of the Decca
navigation system in the early 1960's, allowing more precise delineation of clean ground and the
exploration of ofTshore grounds. There have been further improvements to navigation and
echosounding systems \vith the recent development of PC-based plotters and ground discrimination
capability. In the 1980's mechanised rope reels became common and allowed greater rope lengths
(up to 14 coils of 120 fathoms of rope per side) to be fished, thus increasing the area swept in each
set. l\lore recently in the 1990's traditional Scottish seining has dec1ined rapidly in favour of pair
seining with two vessels (Galbraith, 1998).

• The introduction ofhigh headline whitefish trawls in the late 1970's aimed to increase the catch of
higher s\vimming fish such as haddock. In the early 1980's so-called 'rockhopper' groundgear, on
both trawls and seines, gave better protection on rough ground and not only increased the areas
available to fishing but also increased the efficiency ofthe net for catching groundfish. At the same
time the pair trawling technique started to be used. From approximately 1990 onwards so-called
scraper trawls with very long wings and wide bosom were introduced increasing the catch ofhigh
value groundfish such as monks and megrims. Also t\vin trawls were adopted increasingly in the
whitefish and particularly the Nephrops fisheries. Sangster and Breen (1998) show a significant
increase in the cateh ofNephrops, flatfish and eod partieularly. 1\Iost new whitefish and Nephrops
trawlers built in Scotland now have three main winehes, giving them the eapability of fishing twin
trawls.

In the mid 1970's the need to maintain or inerease the lucrative whitefish by-cateh in Nephrops
trawls may have been the eause of the introduetion of dual-purpose fish/prawn nets with higher
mouth opening. In 1992 mandatory square mesh panels were introduced in Nephrops trawls to
reduce discarding of juvenile whitefish although analysis of discard levels in the succeeding two

_ years did not show that the legislation had a clear efTect (Gosden et al., 1995).

Vessel design mayaIso contribute to increasing fishing power. It is now common practice to instal
an auxiliary engine to provide power for winches, deck machinery, lighting, ete, thus leaving the
main engine to be used entirely for propulsion (English, 1992). Larger trawls or higher towing
speeds may then be used. Higher productivity at sea and increased fishing time have resulted from
the addition of shelter decks to protect crew while working on deck.
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Table 5.1. The main legislation on cod-end design in the UK whitefish fisheries.

;\lesh size ;\leshes round T\vine
increased to: cod-end thickness

1961 70mm No limit - 3.5 mm
typically 100
open meshes

1983 80

1987-88 85 Ballooning of 3.5 mm
cod-ends - up
to 150 meshes

June 1988 90 3.5mm

June 1991 Max 100 open Thicker
meshes by law t\"ines start to

be used

June 1992 100 5 to 6 mm

5.1.2 Effects on catchability

A more detailed examination ofcatchability estimates is needed to assess whether the effects of such
gear deve10pments and technical measures can be identified. As an initial attempt, quarterly Scottish
data on North Sea haddock for four Scottish gears for the period 1974-1995 have been processed
as described above using total mortality and landings data from the relevant leES Assessment
Reports (leES, 1984; 1988; 1997a). More disaggregated data, eg by horsepower band within each
gear type, would have been desirable but were not available.

•

It is cIear that there are trends in catchability over time (Figs. 5.1-5.4) for these gear types. An
indicator of trends in fish availability during this period is needed in addition to information on
technical developments to make a complete analysis. The gears are all used in the mixed whitefish _
fishery. Iftrends are seen in all gears then they may be explained by common teehnieal developments
or ehanges to fish availability perhaps. If however, a trend is speeific to one gear then it is more
likely to be assoeiated with a technical change to that gear.

Most notable are the inereases in catchability during the period up to 1979 for all gears and quarters
followed by a consistent decrease during the next 3 or 4 years. The pair trawl (Fig. 5.1) exhibits a
steady increase in all quarters throughout the period from 1982 to 1995. The seine net values (Fig.
5.2) are relatively constant during the same period and this may indicate the conservative nature of
the seine net fleet compared to the pair trawl fleet in which the skippers may be more wi11ing to
deve10p their gears having often only recently taken up pair trawling. The fact that no gears (exeept
the trawl in quarter 1) show any consistent reduction in catchability after the 1979-1982 period
despite the regular introduetions of further technical measures mayaIso indieate the fisherman's
ability to manipulate his gear to maintain eateh levels.
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5.2 North Sea flatfish

Relationships between fishing effort, fishing mortality, catchability and CPUE for North Sea plaice
have been documented in \VD 7 (see appendix 2). It was shown that no linear relationship existed
between the partial fishing mortality and the effort exerted by the Dutch beamtrawl fleet. The UK
beamtrawl fleet, for which a much shorter data-series is available, did show a positive relationship
between fishing effort and partial mortality indicating a constant catchability. In the working
document it was further shown that differences exist bet\veen the CPUE's ofindividual vessels and
that this difference may be attributed to differences in quota restrictions between different groups
of vessels. However, this finding needs further work, as the analysis is currently based on a short
time series (see section 5.3).

The study group reconsidered the procedures to analyse partial fishing mortalities in relation to
explaining variables: availability, selectivity of(commercial) gears, technical developments, technical
measures and behavioural changes due to e.g. quota restrictions. Due to the limitation on available
time and data, it was not possible to give a fuH analysis of aH potentially relevant variables. Analysis

• \vere limited to quarterly evaluations of catchability and evaluation by horsepower category.

Partial fishing mortality was calculated on an age-basis, using the catch at age and fishing mortality
at age from ICES (1998b)

f =-F CaJ·,q.l
aJ',q./ a.y C

a,}'

where

f
F
C
a
y
q
I

partial fishing mortality
combined fleets fishing mortality
catch in numbers
age
year
quarter
fleet

The average partial fishing mortality was calculated as the arithmetic mean (F bar) over the ages 2 
10 which is common practice for this stock.

Catchability was calculated as in equation 5.1.2 ,

Data in sufficient detail was only available for the Dutch beamtrawl fleet and consisted of catches
in numbers at age by quarter(1970-1996), effort by quarter for the entire fleet (1970-1982 and 1990
1996) and effort by year and by HP category (1990-1996),

Figures 5.5-5.8 show the results ofthe quarterly analysis of catchability far both North Sea piaice
and sole. For plaice, there is a clear trend in catchability in the first quarter but much less so in the
2nd to 3rd quarters (Figure 5.6). Sole shows the greatest decline in catchability in the second quarter
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and has comparable values for the other three quarters. It thus appears that for these two flatfish
stocks and for the fleet considered, the main reduction in catchability has occurred in the spawning
season (plaice 1sI quarter, sole 2nd quarter).

Results of the analysis by HP dass are presented in Figure 5.9. Unfortunately only data \vere
available for the years 1990 - 1996. Over this short time range no trends in catchability are
detectable which indicates that the catchability has not been afTected by developments in difTerent
HP-groups.

5.3 Further work

A number of like1y directions were suggested by the study group in order to bring the analysis of
re1ationships bet\veen fishing efTort and fishing mortality furt her. First it is necessary to arrive at
exact definitions ofthe terms fishing efTort, fishing activity and fishing power. Using equation 5.1.2
to calculate q means that catchability (an indicator of stock size or availability) is confounded by the
technical deve10pments in the fleets. Second it was stressed that the current analysis are severe1y
hampered by a lack of data. For as many fleets as possible the following data should be made •
available:

i) nominal fishing efTort (hours fished, days at sea, hp days at sea) by gear, by
quarter, by rectangle and by horsepower category.

ii) catch in numbers or totallandings by fleet, by quarter, by rectangle and by HP
category

iii) estimates of selection (e.g. L50) by fleet and by quarter

iv) time series oftechnical measures that have been introduced into the fishery

v) time series oftechnical innovations that have been introduced into the fishery

vi) time series ofavailable quota by fleet, by HP category and by ICES area.

The analysis ofthe behav;our ofindividual vessels and the way fishing behaviour may afTect fishing
mortality, can only be addressed when detailed data are available on a trip basis. The study group
recognizes the needs for these analyses and recommends that further work be developed in this
direction (see section 7). A step even further would be possible when not only data by trip but even
data by hauI would be available. This would enable the catches by hauI to be related to the specific
unit ofefTort (haul duration times fishing speed). At RIVO-DLO the so-called 'micro-distribution
project', started in 1993, aims to fulfill this need (Rijnsdorp et al, 1998). Small automatie position
registration boxes are placed on a sampIe of the Dutch cutter vessels (25). Every 6 minutes the
position ofthe vessel is stored on a disk which willlater be analysed at the lab. The information on
the catch by haul is available from detailed logbooks obtained from the skippers. Unfortunately, no
data is available on the discards generated on the trips, which makes the estimation of the
composition of the catch impossible.
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The study group recommends investigation ofassessment-independent stock estimates (both spatial
and temporal) using quarterly lETS data. Ifit can be assumed that catchability for certain species
has been constant over the period when quarterly lETS data are available (1991-1996), these data
can be used to derive absolute stock estimates. If catch data where applied to these stock estimates,
all variables \vould be available to estimate fishing mortality directly, using the Baranov equation:

Fr Z
C =-N(I-e ')

r Z I
r

This analysis would enable the disentanglement of spatial and temporal patterns in the relationships
between fishing effort and fishing mortality and thereby the derivation of catchability estimates that
are not influenced by the assessment process itself
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Fig. 5.1. Palrtrawl
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Fig. 5.2. Seine
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Fig. 5.3. Trawl
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Fig. 5.4. Light trawl
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Figure 5.5
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PLAICE partial fishing mortality of the Dutch beamtrawl fleet plolted against fishing effort (unit: 100,000 hpdays) for the four quarters.
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Figure5.7
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Figure 5.8
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Figure 5.9
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6. MORTALITY OF ESCAPING FIS11

6.1 Survival experiments

Several experiments have recently been conducted to assess the survival probabilities of fish
following escapement through the mesh lumen of commercial trawl cod-ends (Lehmann and
Sangster, 1994; Lowry el.al., 1996; Sangster el.al. 1996; Soldal & Isaksen, 1993 and Suuronen el.al,
1995). A comprehensive review of sources of escape mortality is given by Frechet from the
proceeding of the ICES sub-group on unaccounted mortality (lCES 1997c). Experimental
methodologies between the experiments are similar in nature, and generally involve retaining the
escaped fish in a small mesh cover surrounding the cod-end, and transfer to an underwater cage
where the fish are monitored and mortalities removed and in some instances post-mortems
conducted to assess causes of death (see references for full details).

Earlier development \vork conducted by Main & Sangster (1988) showed that the survival ofyoung
fish was relatively low after escapement. Survival rate, estimated only from numbers of fish at all
len!:,rths, was believed to be related to mesh size and catch composition. Based on total numbers of •
fish escaping, Soldal and Isaksen (1993) suggest that survival ofescaping cod ranged bet\veen 90
to 100%. Lehmann and Sangster, (1994) from work conducted in 1992, suggest that survival rate
for haddock escaping from 90, 100 and II0mm mesh cod-ends to be, on average, 77, 81 and 85%
respectively. This was shown to be significant at the 95% level. \Vork conducted the follO\ving year
by, Lehmann and Sangster (1994), showed survival rates averaged 57, 80, 79 and 86% for fish
escaping from cod-ends constructed from 70, 90, 100 and 11 Omm mesh respectively. The results
from 1993 show that there was no significant relation between survival and mesh size. It is also
suggested, contrary to the 1992 data, that larger fish had a better probability of survival. Later work
by Lowry el.al.(1996) supports the findings from 1993, by showing that probability of survival
increases with age. The data presented by Lowry el.al.(1996), typically indicates that within a
particular age cohort, the smaller fish within the cohort are more likely to die, which suggests for
example, that the 'heathier' fish, (i.e. fast er growing) in the 'I'gp cohort have a better survival
probability than the 'weaker' fish within the 2-gp. It is generally considered that with the data
available at present, that survival rates of 'O'-gp haddock are approximately 80%, with survival
probability increasing with length, and hence age, with an average of90 to 95% survival occurring
with the older age classes, i.e. 2 and 3 gp. _

All survival experiments have been conducted during the summer months when fish are in good
physiological condition due to summer feeding and may be better equipped to survive the rigours
of the herding, capture and subsequent escape from the fishing gear. As has been shown with
selecti'vity, (lCES 1998c), seasonal variation mayaiso be a significant factor in survival which would
require further investigation.

The estimates of survival vary and should be treated with some caution. There are indications that
mortality during these trials mayaiso contain an element of experimentally induced mortality.
Unpublished results indicate that extended time within the small mesh cover used to retain the
escaped fish may induce a certain level afstress ar fatigue within same individuals. Ta quantify this,
although great advancement has been made in experimental design, more development work is
required in cover design and experimental techniques to reduce experimental efTects on the results.
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It should be considered that the values expressed here are 'worst case' due to the possible effects
mentioned above. However, consideration must be given to the fact that following escape into the
small mesh cover and subsequent entry tothe holding cages, the individual fish are protected from. ,. .

post escape predation. It is possible that, under commercial conditions, the process of escape and
the resulting initial stress and damage sustained may reduce the individual fishes ability to escape
predation. These factors require further investigation.

6.2 Estimation of mortality due to passage through fishing gears

6.2.1 l\lethods

The last report ofthe SGSEL (leES, 1997b) outlined a method for the estimation ofthe mortality
rate due to fishing resulting from the passage of fish through the fishing gear. A full description of
the method is given in Annex 3 and is outlined beIow.

The method requires as input estimates of:

a) age specific survival of fish escaping from the gear,
b) age specific survival of fish discarded and
c) the age seIectivity ofthe gear.

The underlying principle of the method is to make a correction to the observed catch for the
additional deaths occurring from discarding and passage through the gear. Given corrected catches
it is possible to estimate the total mortality due to fishing by using conventional stock assessment
methods \vhich solve the Baranov catch equation. The correction factor, U, which is applied to the
observed catch, Y, is:

(6.2.1)

where Sd is the sUf\ival rate ofdiscards, se is the survival rate of escapes, PI is the proportion of the
catch which is landed, and Pr is the proportion offish \vhich are retained by the gear. The total deaths
due to fishing, the removals R, is then simply given by UY.

The quantity, Y, is the total catch retained by the gear and will include the landings, L, and any fish
which are discarded, D. It is commonly the case that estimates of catch are limited to landings only.
In this case, the landings will have to be corrected for discards before applying the correction in
equation 6.2.1. For some fisheries observations are made on both landings and discards in which
case it is not necessary to know PI and the removals may be calculated directly from:

(6.2.2)

Given estimates ofR, it is then straightforward to apply conventional stock assessment catch at age
methods to calculate fishing mortality, F', by solving the equation:
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,vhere N is the population number, Z is the total mortality and a is a subscript for age. An estimate
ofthe mortality caused by passage through the gear, the escape mortality, Fe' is then :

Fe=F'(R-Y)/R

6.2.2. Escape mortality estimates for North Sea haddock

(6.2.4)

The method described above have been used to obtain estimate ofthe escape mortality, Fu' A full
description ofthe results is given in Annex 3. Based on assumptions about escape survival and gear
selectivity, assessments were performed which indicated that the escape mortality was largest at age
2 where it accounted for about 40% ofthe total fishing mortality. Above age 4 the effect of escape
mortality is negligible.

By inc1uding the additional deaths due to passage through the gear, the overall mortality estimates
increase but by about 20% and there is a concomitant increase in the population size estimates. If
the assumptions made about survival are realistic then it implies present assessments under-estimate
both stock size and fishing mortality. Comparisons of the estimate of Fmax made under the
assumption of some escape mortality with conventional assessments suggest that a more pessimistic
view ofthe state ofthe stock emerges. This is because inc1uding post escape mortality leads to lower
estimates ofFma.x and a higher estimate offishing mortality. However the long term stock trends are
little affected.

At present experiments on the survival of fish which escape the gear do not give a c1ear picture of
the appropriate values to use in the calculations performed here. In order to investigate the effect
ofchanges in the assumption of survival rates a sensitivity analysis was perforrned. Survival ogives
for fish escaping the gear were described by an age based symmetric curve analogous to a typical
gear selectivity ogive. These were defined by two parameters, EA50, the age at which 50% of fish
survive and, ESR, the age range over ,vhich sUf\;val increases from 25%-75%. The escape mortality
was calculated for values of EA50 and ESR of 2,4 and 4. Curves with low values of these
parameters will have steeper slopes and lie to the left of curves with higher values.

Table 6.2.1 shows the results ofthe sensitivity analysis. Estimates ofmean fishing mortality over the
ages 1-3 are shown for the escape mortality and the total fishing mortality. The effect of EA50 is
the greatest, with the escape mortality increasing by approximately 50% as EA50 increases. The
magnitude of the effect on total fishing mortality is very much smaller, hmvever. The 'selection
range' effect is smaller and in most cases the estimated mortality decreases as ESR increases.

Fihrure 6.2.1 shows the escape mortality for three different survival ogives. These range from 'steep
left shifted ogives' to 'flatter right shifted' ogives. The steep left shifted curves give more sharply
peaked exploitation patterns with tower maxima than the flatter right shified curves.

6.2.3 Conc1usions
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The analysis presented here is preliminary and is highly dependent on the assumption made about
the survival offish escaping from the gear but is probably indicative ofthe likely size ofthe effecL
If correct it implies that present assessments have a small bias on the estimate of stock size and
fishing mortality rate for the youngest age c1asses. Taking account of escape mortality also gives a
slightly more pessimistic state ofthe stock in relation to yield per recruit criteria. It is important that
more work is directed towards improving the estimates ofthe survival ogives so that more reliable
estimates of fishing mortality can be made.

All of the analysis presented in the example is age based, primarily because much of the stock
assessment data are most easily accessible in this form. However is has to be recognised that both
gear selectivity and post selection survival will be heavily influenced by fish size not age alone. The
analysis would be improved if size was included in the analytical methods.

• Table 6.2.1. Calculated mean fishing mortality over ages 1-3 for different survival rate ogives for
North sea haddock.

E rtrtscape mo a uy

Age Range, ESR

2 3 4

2 0.196 0.200 0.202
EA50

3 0.270 0.254 0.244

4 0.315 0.293 0.277

T I fi h' rota IS mg morta ItV

Age Range, ESR

2 3 4

2 0.798 0.78 0.785
EA50

3 0.831 0.814 0.804

4 0.841 0.828 0.817

•
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 Scientilic recommemlations

Bearing in mind the work presented in the report, SGSEL recommends that:

The anal)'sis of the Scottish haddock selectivity data set should be completed. In particular
the analysis should use indh'idual haut data, and model LSO and selection range as a bivariate
response. This should lead to improved estimates of the model parameters and variance
components.(Section 3.1)

Methods for using experimental selectivity data to cstimate fleet selection should be further
de\·eloped. In particular ways of weighting the contribution of different components of the fleet
should be investigated. Appropriate weighting factors reIating catch rates, fishing activity and gear
usage need to be compiled.(Section 3.1)

The methodology for cstimating fleet selection from experimental selectivity data should be
applied to a wide range of fleets and species. The resulting estimates of fleet selection
should be compared to estimates from other methods.(Section 3.2)

Systematic attempts are made to estimate the catchability of research vessel sampling gears
and to estimate the relative age or size catchability of the relevant target species.(Section 4)

Further studies be undertaken to investigate the relationship between fishing efTort and
fishing mortality. Current units to express fishing etTort (typically horsepower days, hours fished)
are inadequate to describe the actual effective fishing etTort offishing fleets which consists ofboth
fishing activities and fishing power. To understand this reIationship between fishing etTort and
fishing mortality more detailed analysis is needed, taking account ofthe variation over time ofthe
following variables, which may influence fishing etTort:
* selectivity
* technical measures
* technical developments in fishing vessels, fishing gears and fishing operations
* quota restrictions
(Section 5.3)

The quarterly IßTS da ta (1991-1996) be used to provide assessment independent estimates
of stock size and it's spatial distribution for a number of demersal stocks in the North Sea.
It further recommends that these stock estimates be used in conjunction with commercial
catch at age, to estimate fishing mortality at age by fleet, by area and by quarter. QuarterJy
IBTS data (1991-1996) can be used to derive stock-assessment independent estimates of number
and spatial distribution of fish. In order to scale the abundance indices of the IBTS survey, fixed
catchabilities would have to assumed. Ifthese data are used in conjunction with commercial catches
by fleet, the fishing mortalities by fleet can be calculated directly using the familiar Baranov
equation. Thus assessment independent estimates offishing mortality by age, fleet, area and quarter
would be available which would enab1e a more detailed insight into the relationships between fishing
etTort and fishing mortality in different periods and different spatial areas. (Section 5.3)
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Further work is undertaken to obtain reliable estimates of the sun'ival of fish which escape
from fishing gears. This is necessary for a wider variety of species and gears. (Section 6.1)

Estimates of escape mortality are ohtained from a wider range of species and stocks. These
estimates need to be used to evaluate the significance of escape mortality in fish stock
assessment.(Section 6.2)

The effect of escape mortality on the evaluation of changes in mesh size is investigated. This
will require knO\vledge ofhow escape mortality changes with mesh size.(Section 6.2)

7.2 Future of the study group

SGSEL has now had two meetings and produced three reports and it is appropriate to review its
future. One of the objectives in setting up the group was to bring together experts in the field of
fishing technolo!:,l)', stock assessment and statistics to work on topics of common interest. The final
meeting of SGSEL was successful in bringing these disciplines together and useful progress has
been made on the main terms of reference which probably \vould not have occurred without the
establishment ofthe group. Participants found the mixture ofexpertise a particularly valuable forum •
for scientific progress. While the balance of expertise in the group was appropriate, the number of
participants has been relatively small and this has limited the amount of progress which can be
made. Unless active steps are taken to increase participation it will be difficult to make significant
further progress.

Members ofthe group feit that it is important to establish a forum where fishing technologists and
stock assessment scientists can work together to improve the exchange of information and ideas.

SGSEL therefore recommends that the Fishing Technology and Resource Management
Committee engage in a dialogue to identify the most appropriate and productive forum for
continuing the work of the study group.

One possibility is to establish a more broadly based study group which could deal with a wider
range of issues related to technical conservation measures in fishery management.
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Annex 1

COMBINING SELECTIVITY DATA FROM DIFFERENT TRIALS

Rob Fryer, Richard Ferro, & Norman Graham

FRS Marine Laboratory
PO Box 101, Victoria Road

Aberdeen, AB 11 9DB
Scotland

Introduction

• How can \ve combine selecti\;ty data from different trials? In asense, the ans\ver is straightforward.
Selectivity data are just one example of hierarchical (or multilevel) data, with several hauls made
with the same codend, several codends tested on the same trip, several trips made with the same
vessel, and several vessels used from a fleet. As such, \ve have available aIl the techniques developed
for modelling hierarchical data (eg Goldstein, 1995). Unfortunately, this is rather like saying we can
use regression for modeIling the relationship between dependent and explanatory variables, a
statement which fails to acknowledge the many types of regression analysis available. As with
regression, an appropriate hierarchical model depends cruciaIly on the available data, the way they
were coIlected, their distribution, and the relationships between different measurements.

•

Here, \ve use a couple ofstylised examples to describe some ofthe concepts necessary for modeIling
hierarchical data. \Ve then ilIustrate the theory using selectivity data coIlected by the FRS Marine
Laboratory between 1992 and 1998 (Ferro & Graham, 1998). FinaIly, we consider how these data
might be used to estimate 'fleet selectivity'.

Simple hierarchical models have been used routinely in selecti\;ty work for some time. For example,
the between-haul selectivity model ofFryer (1991) is a hierarchical model with two levels: the data
collected on each haul (within-haul information), and variation in selectivity between hauls (between
haul information). Fryer (1996) extends this model to include a third level, with variation in
selectivity between-vessels. Both these papers adopt a frequentist approach, using likelihood
methods for estimation and inference, and we do the same here. An alternative that works weIl with
hierarchical data, is to use Bayesian methods and particularly l\fonte Carlo Markov Chain techniques
(Spiegelhalter cl al, 1995). HoItrop (1998) describes in detail how these can be applied to different
selectivity data structures.
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Theory

Basic asslIl11ptiol1S

• We have selectivity data from several hauls, and are interested in modelling these data in
some way.

• The selectivity ofeach haul can be summarised by a vector ofparameters Tl. For example,
ifeach hauI has a logistic selecti\;ty curve, \vith retention probability p related to length I by

IOg(-L) = a + PI,
1 -p

then we might take Tl = (u., ß)T. Note, hO\vever, that the choice ofsummary parameters is
flexible. With a logistic selectivity curve, \ve could consider any transformation of(u., ß)T,
such as (/50' SR)T, provided the transformed parameters satistY the various modelling
assumptions below.

• For each haul, we have an estimate of Tl, denoted tl. Let R be the variance of tl, assumed •
known, so that approximately

~ - N (tl, R).

We shall call R the withil1-haul variation associated with f}.

Case 1

Suppose we have conducted several selectivity trials with the same test codend. Further, suppose
some trials were conducted on different trips using the same vessel, and that some trials used
different vessels chosen at random from the fleet. Let tl v1h be the estimated selectivity ofhaul h on
trip t ofvessel v, and let Rv1h be the associated variance.

We wish to combine these data to estimate the selectivity of any vessel in the fleet that uses the test
codend.

The first step is to partition the sources of variation in the data into fixed and ral1dol11 effects.
Loosely, fixed effects describe the effect of explanatory variables, \vhether continuous or categorical,
that are of specific interest in the selectivity trials. A typical example \vould be the effect ofmesh
size. Random effects describe variation that originates because we have taken sampIes from some
larger homogeneous population ofinterest. The variation in selectivity between hauls made with the
same codend (on the same trip using the same vessel) is a typical example of a random effect.

Here, there are no fixed effects associated with the codend, since the codend is always the same.
For simplicity, we shall also assume that there is no auxiliary information that can be included as a
fixed effect, such as codend catch bulk, time ofyear, or size ofvessel. The fixed part ofthe model
thereforejust consists ofthe parameters needed to describe mean selectivity. \Ve write this as fixed

-1.
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However, there are four random effects to consider. These have a nested structure, and are:

• within-haul variation,

• between-haul (within-trip) variation,

• between-trip (within-vessel) variation,

• between-vessel variation.

We write the random part ofthe model as random - vessel / trip / haul / within-haul.

The full model can be written explicitly as

~vth = 'l + 8 v + 8 vt + 8 vth + wvth

where

•
•
•
•
•
•

TI is the mean selectivity,

E" is the random effect associated with vessel v,

E\.t is the random effect associated with trip t ofvessel v,

cwh is the random effect associated with hauI hof trip t ofvessel v,

W\'th is the within-haul random effect associated with haul hof trip t ofvessel v.

Let's assurne the random effects are mutually independent and normally distributed with variances
~'" ~t, ~h' l~.th respectively. We can then estimate TI and its standard error by residual maximum
likelihood (REML); see Robinson (1987) for an accessible account. REML also estimates the
variance components ~\', ~, ~ , and standard likelihood ratio tests can be used to assess the
significance ofeach component. Remember that the within-haul variance matrices R\'rh are assumed
known (see above).

Case 2

Now suppose that each trial investigated several codends, each varying in mesh size. Let l11\.tc be the
mesh size used with codend c on trip t using vessel v. Further, let T}\.tch be the estimated selectivity
ofhaul h with codend c on trip t ofvessel v, and let R\.tch be the associated variance.

• Mesh size must now be incorporated as a fixed effect. Ifwe assurne that T}vrch varies linearly with
mesh size, we can write the fixed part of the model as fixed - mesh size.

The random part ofthe model is now random - vessel / trip / codend / haul / within-haul. This is
basically the same as before, except that we have introduced an additional random effect to model
any between-codend (within-trip) variation that is not accounted for by the mesh size effect (ie any
lack offit about the linear model in mesh size).

The full model can be written explicitly as

~vtCh = 'l + mvtca + 8 v + 8 vt + 8 vtc + 8 vtch + wvtch

where 0: is the vector of parameters measuring the mesh size effect.

REl\IL can again be used to estimate the parameters Tl and a., their standard eITors, and the variance
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eomponents. The signifieanee of the fixed effeets ean be assessed by either Wald statisties or
likelihood-based tests.

An implicit assumption above is that the mesh size effect Cf. is the same on each trip of each vessel.
But what ifthis is not so? A sensible approach is then to assurne that the mesh size effect has itself
some distribution, val)ing bet\veen trips and/or between vessels about some mean value. The fixed
part of the model remains the same. The random part now has two additional terms: variation in
the mesh size effect between trips within vessels, and variation in the mesh size effect between
vessels. This can be written random - vessel / trip / codend / haul / within-haul + vessel / trip / mesh
size. The full model can be \\Titten explicitly as

il vtch = 11 + mvtc(a + 0v + 0vt) + 8 v + 8 vt + 8 vtc + 8 vtch + wvtch

where <\ and ö,.t are the two new random effects.

CO/11plltatiollal stllff

\Ve have blithely said that REl\.1L can be used to estimate these selectivity models. However, this •
usually im'oh:es writing your O\\TI software. The models are actually special eases ofthe Laird Ware
model (1982), and Jones (1993) discusses issues of estimation and inferenee. However, an
important difference here is that the within-haul varianees Rare assumed known, necessitating
modifications to most model fitting algorithms. In the example below, the selectivity parameters
\vere only available on a univariate basis, and were fitted using GENSTAT, a package that has
particularly good REl'\fL facilities. However, even here, some tweaking and brow beating was
required.

EX3mpie

\Ve iIlustrate using the haddock selectivity data presented in Ferro & Graham (1998). The data
come from 14 seIectivity trips between 1992 and 1998, with a total of 58 different test codends. The
data are currently only available aggregated by codend (ie no individual haul data). For each
codend, we have estimates of 150 and log SR, and of the variances of these estimates. However, •
covariances are not available, so we \'vill model 150 and log SR separately. (Note that the R variances
here measure within-eodend variation, rather than within-haul variation).

The explanatory variables are:
• . gear categorical: single trawl, pair trawl, pair seine, twin trawl

• season eategorieal: winter, spring, summer

• mesh size continuous: range 66 - 119 mm

• open meshes round eontinuous: range 54-134

• twine thickness continuous: range 2.9 - 6.4 mm.
Only one eodend was used on a twin trawl, and only two eodends were used in spring, so for

simplicity, we omit these data.
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Modelling 150

Figure A1.1 a shows the estimates of 150 for each codend plotted against mesh size by season and
gear. The plotting sy1l1bols (a - n) differentiate selectivity trips. Trips b & c \vere conducted on the
same vessel, as were trips d & e, and trips f, g, h & I. The thin verticallines around each point are
± 2 standard errors based on the within-codend variances. An unweighted straight line has been
fitted to the data in each panel. Figures A1.1b & A 1.1 c show similar plots for meshes round and
t\vine thickness.

Note that:

• winter data were only collected on single trawls,

• the greatest contrast in meshes round comes from trip I,

• there are only three codends with thick twine.

The data give no reason to doubt the various normality assumptions, so we consider the (very) fuH
model:

fixed - season + gear + rnesh size + meshes round + twine thickness +
season . mesh size + season . meshes round + season . twine thickness +
gear . mesh size + gear . rneshes round,

randorn - vessel / trip / codend / within-codend + vessel / trip / mesh size +
/ trip / meshes round + vessel / trip / twine thickness.

The fixed model incorporates all two level interactions with gear and season, other than
gear . season and gear . twine thickness for which there is minimal information. The random model
allows the effects of mesh size, meshes round, and twine thickness to vary between trips and
between vessels.

This model is clearly over-parameterised. We simplified the model using various likelihood tests and
Wald statistics, giving:

fixed - mesh size + meshes round + twine thickness

randorn - trip / codend / within-codend.

Here are the estimates of the fixed effects and variance components. We also give approximate
standard errors, although these are very crude for the variance components.

effect

mesh size
meshes round
twine thickness

component

between trip
between codend

estimate

0.351
-0.102
-1.53

3.30
0.74

standard error

0.021
0.019
OAI

1.55
0.37

Note that the analysis is, to a certain extent, incomplete, since there are various issues that need to
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be investigated further. In particular:

• The trip and vessel variance components are somewhat confounded. For example, the
variation between the data marked land k in Figure A 1.1 could be due to either between
trip or between-vessel variability, or some combination of the t\vo. The between-trip
variance is significant here, but this result is greatly influenced by trip d. Ifwe remove trip
d, the between-trip component becomes non-significant, and the between-vessel component
becomes important.

• There is marginal evidence ofan interaction with gear, particularly involving meshes round.
For simplicity, we ignore this here. HO\vever, if\ve remove trip d, the interaction can not
be ignored. It turns out that the meshes round efTect is greatly influenced by the data from
trip I, and if we remove this trip (as \vell as trip d), the meshes round efTect disappears
altogether. This is an inevitable consequence oftrying to combine data from several trials,
each with their own specific objectives.

Working on the haullevel, ifpossible, might help to c1arify things here. For example, the
catches in trip d were exceptionally high, and this efTect might be modelIed using codend
bulk as an additional explanatory variable.

• We have cheated a little. There are t\VO data points associated with trip b. We have treated
these as two different codends tested on the same trip. In fact, they should be two different
trips with exactly the same codend. But this posed software problems.

Alodelling log SR

Figure A1.2 shows selection range plotted against mesh size on a log scale. Similar plots against
meshes round and twine thickness reveal nothing ofinterest, and are not shown here. Modelling log
SR along similar lines to before, we arrived at:

fixed - season + mesh size,

random - trip I codend I within-codend.

The estimates ofthe fixed efTects and the variance components are below. The season effect is the
difTerence between log SR in summer and in winter (so log SR is greater in summer). Again, the
between-trip and between-vessel variance components are confounded. Here, we could have
retained either one at the expense of the other. However, \ve plumped for the between-trip
component for consistency with the 150 model.

•

•
efTect

mesh size
season

component

between trip
between codend

estimate

0.0129
0.39

0.023
0.013

standard error

0.0022
0.11

0.013
0.006
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Fleet selectivity

The models above can easily be used to predict the expected 150 and log SR of any vessel in the fleet,
given the mesh size, meshes round, twine thickness, and season. But for stock assessment purposes,
\ve need to average these predictions in some sensible way across the different net configurations
in the fleet, and seasons ofthe year. Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to simply calculate a weighted
average ofthe predicted values of 150 and log SR. For example, Figure AI.3 shows two selection
curves (solid lines) with different Isos but common SR. The dashed line is the average retention
probability at each len,gth. Clearly, the SR of the average curve is much greater than that of the two
individual curves.

Let's consider fleet se1ectivity defined to be:

Pfl.., (I) = prob (fish oflength I is retained by a net in the fleet I it enters the net).

Let

q\'lh (I) = prob (fish oflength I enters the net ofvessel von haul hof trip t),

• \vhere the subscripts v now run through al1 vessels in the fleet, the subscripts t run through al1 trips
made by vesse1 v, and so on. (We wil1 assume each vessel only uses a single codend through the
year). Further, let

r,,'h (I) = prob (fish oflength I is retained I it enters the net ofvesse1 von haul hof trip t).

Then

POeet (I) =

•

This is just an average, over an the hauls conducted by the fleet, of the retention probabilities at
length I, weighted by the 'catchabilities' at length I.

To proceed we need to make some sweeping assumptions. First, assume that the catchabilities are
ofthe form

where A[ is a measure ofthe availability oflength 1fish. Then

L rvth(1) qvth
Pt (I) = _vt_h_~ _

L qvth
vth

One possibility here would be to al10w the q\'lh to have some distribution about some mean vessel
specific catchability q" say. This might be important if selectivity was related to catch bulk. But for
simplicity we wil1 assume that q"lh = qv = constant. This gives
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p,(1) =

Pfleet (I) =

where Hv is the total number of hauls by vessel v.

Clearly, we do not observe the retention curves rwh (I). Instead, we can use the expected selection
curve for each haul to estimate fleet selectivity by

L qv L E[(vth(l)]
v th

v

Finally, suppose we can divide the fleet into discrete groups g each operating with a particular net
confib'1lration (eg mesh size, meshes round, etc.). IfTIg is the proportion ofthe catch taken by group
g, then the estimate of fleet selection simplifies to

P fleet (I) = L TIg E[ (g(l)],
9

where E[ r/I) ] is the expected retention curve of a net in group g.

Note that the retention probabilities r(1) are nonlinear transformations ofthe selectivity parameters
150 and log SR, \vhich we can make explicit by \vriting r(1) = r(l, 15th log SR). But the same nonlinear
relationship can not necessarily be used for caiculating expectations; ie

E[r(I)] '" ((I, E[lso], E[log SR]).

A simple way round this is to simulate the joint distribution of 150 and log SR, and hence the
distribution ofr(l).

Example

As there are no significant gear effects, lets consider a turbo-fleet consisting of all single trawls, pair •
trawls, and pair seines. Current regulations impose a minimum mesh size of 100 mm, and a
maximum of 100 open meshes round. 1'vlost boats adhere to these minimum and maximum values
respectively, so we will take these as fixed. Since a nominal mesh size of 100 mm is equivalent to
a measured mesh size of about 95 mm, we shall use 95 mm for making predictions.

At present, twine thickness is not regulated. Our best hunch is that about 50% ofvessels use 6 mm
twine, 25% use 5 mm twine, and 25% use 4 mm twine. Again, these nominal twine thicknesses
correspond to measured values of about of 5.4,4.5, and 3.5 mm respectively.

Assurne that 50% oftrips occur in winter and 50% in summer.

\Ve thus have 6 groups to consider, corresponding to the various possible combinations of 6, 5, 4
mm twine, and ""inter, summer fishing. Assuming the proportions 1tg are simply determined by the
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number ofvessels fishing in each group, we have

Pneet (I) = ..!. E[2,w6(1) + 2'S6(1) + , ws(1) + 'ss(/) + , W4(/) + 'si/)]
8

v,,·here eg r,,6 is a retention curve chosen at random from avessei fishing in winter with nominal 6 mm
twine.

To estimate the expected retention curves, we take Var[1so] = 3.30 + 0.74 = 4.04 and Var[log SR]
= 0.023 + 0.013 = 0.036, using the estimated variance components above. We do not have
estimates ofbetween-haul variation, so the variances of Iso and log SR are underestimated.

Figure Al.4 shows the expected retention curves of vessels fishing in winter with the three different
tv"ine thicknesses (dotted lines) and in summer (dashed lines). The solid line is the weighted average
ofthese curves and gives the estimate offleet selecti\oity. Fleet selection has an estimated Iso of26.5
cm and a SR of 5.8 cm.

Four final thoughts:

• fleet selectivity needs to be converted from length to age,

• the precision ofthe estimated fleet selection curve in Figure A1.4 should be evaluated,

• the joint distribution of Iso and log SR should be used to estimate fleet selection, rather than
treating them as independent as we have done here,

• between-haul variation needs to be included in the estimation of the expected retention
curves.
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Figure A13 The solid lines show two logistic selectlon curves with the same SR. The dashed line is the average
of the two curves and has a much greater SR.
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Annex 2

TRENDS IN EFFORT, FISHING MORTALITY, CATCHABILITY AND CPUE IN THE NORTH
SEA PLAICE FISHERY
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1 Introdllction

The flatfish fisheries in the North Sea is mainly conducted by beam trawlers fishing for a mixed bag of
sole and plaice with a bycatch of other flatfish species and roundfish species. The fisheries is managed
by single species quota. Although sole is a more southerly species than plaice, they largely share a
common distribution area. Therefore, changing the TAC on one species may affect the fishing pattern for
the whole fishery and may lead to processes like avoidance or discarding. e
The method used for assessing the demersal North Sea stocks is Extended Survivors Analysis XSA
(Shepherd, 1992; Darby and Flatman, 1994). In general, virtual population analysis methods are
methods whereby a stock's historical population structure is reconstructed from the total catch data
given a particular level of natural mortality. To do so, the numbers at age (or fishing mortality at
age) in the last year and age have to be found since the method iterates backwards down a cohort.
In XSA these are found from the relationship between catch per unit effort (CPUE), abundance and
year dass strength.

Two models for the relationship between CPUE indices and population abundance are used in XSA.
For the fully recruited ages of all fleets, fleet catchabilities are assumed to be constant with respect
totime. For the recruiting ages, catchabilities are assumed proportional to year dass abundance
(Darby and Flatman, 1994). Trends in catchability may therefor seriously affect the results of the
analysis (Mohn & Cook, 1993).

A second important assumption underlying the XSA analysis, is that the catch per unit of effort •
(CPUE) is an indicator for the developments in the stock. This relationship is however not straight
forward, since a number of processes may affect this relationship (Gulland, 1964). For the
commercial tuning fleets used in the assessments ofplaice and sole (i.e. Dutch beam trawl fleet and
UK beam trawl fleet) these processes may be changes in targetting and changes in fleet catchability
due to different mesh sizes or management regulations.

In this paper we v.ill investigate the assumptions on constant catchability and CPUE as indicator of
stock size for plaice and sole. Partial fishing mortalities are calculated and compared to effort
developments for different fleets to assess the relationships between fishing etTort and fishing
mortality. For the Dutch beamtrawl fleet also the relationships bet\veen capacity and etTort will be
commented upon. A comparison will be made between the epVE of individual Dutch beamtrawl
vessels to the so-called 'flag-vessels' so that estimates can be made of the relationships between
targetting and quota availability. The effects of assumptions on CPUE in the assessment procedure
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will be evaluated.

2 Material and methods

2.1 Catch in numbers

Total international catch in numbers for plaice and sole were taken from the ICES Working Group
on the Assessment of Demersal Stocks in the North Sea and Skagerrak (ICES 1998). Yearlyand
quarterly catch data for the Dutch beamtrawl fleet and the UK beamtrawl fleet \vere obtained from
the RlVO-DLO database and from the CEFAS database.

2.2 efTort and price data

Elfort data on the Dutch beam tra\vl fleet is available from the mandatory logbook database (VIRIS)
for the years 1990-1997. The database contains information by trip and by ICES rectangle (30x30
nm) for alI vesseIs fishing under a Dutch registration. Since 1995, the database is extended to include
foreign vessels landing in the Netherlands.
The database is maintained by the Dutch ministry for Agriculture, Nature and Fishery with the
primary aim to control quota. For research purposes, an extraction ofthe database is generated with
relevant variables like vessel characteristics, landings by species and days at sea (Van Beek et al,
1998).

The value ofthe landings per trip was calculated by using average prices per month and per species
(LEI-DLO, pers. comm).

Only those records were used where the ICES rectangle had been denoted. Other selection criteria
were:
• use ofbeam trawl gear, and
• catches for plaice and (combined) larger than zero.

In total 88137 trips were analysed between 1990 and 1997 divided over 137929 records.

The database contains the number of days-at-sea (DAS) per trip. If more than one rectangle was
visited during a trip, the total trip-time was subdivided across the rectangles according to the
proportion ofthe total value ofthe demersallandings (plaice, sole, cod, whiting) in each rectangle.

Vt ·
Eti=Et .J

L Vt,i
i

Where
Et.i is eifort in trip t and rectangle i.
Vtj is value of the landings from trip t and rectangle i.

Elfort is expressed as days-at-sea or as HP days. Days at sea were not corrected for the number of
hours fishing per day.

To correct elfort series for diminishing productivity of engine power, LEI-DLO has made available
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a standardized effort senes. Standardization is achieved by expressing the average productivity of
'un-changed' vessels (i.e. vessels were no investments are made that may change the productivity)
in various HP-groups as an index (SHPD; standardized horse power days).

Aggregated effort data on the UK beamtrawl fleet \vas made available by CEFAS which also
supplied detailed data on the so-called flag-vessels.

2.3 capacity

Capacity ofthe Dutch fleet is assembled by LEI-DLO and takes account oflanding rights ofvessels
to ascertain the number of'sailing cutters'. These are multiplied by the engine pO\ver ofthe vessels
to arrive at the capacity of the Dutch fleet. Alternatively, capacity mayaiso be expressed in
standardized units, following the same procedures as above.

2.4 fishing mortality

Total international fishing mortality ofplaice and sole is assessed in the ICES Working Group on
the Assessment of Demersal Stocks in the North Sea and Skagerrak (ICES 1998). No recent •
international effort senes is available for the North Sea demersal fishery. In order to explore the
relationships between fishing effort and fishing mortality, partial fishing mortalities by fleet and by
age are calculated as:

where
fis total fishing mortality by age
Clled is the catch in numbers at age by a certain fleet
Ctotal is the total international catch in numbers at age.

The arithmetic average partial fishing mortality for a certain fleet and over a certain range of ages
is used as an index ofthe fishing mortality generated by that fleet (Murawski & Finn, 1986; Rocha
et al, 1992).

2.5 catchability

Catchability is estimated in a linear relationship between fishing effort and fishing mortality:

f=q. E

Where
f= total (partial) instantaneous fishing mortality coefficient by fleet
q = catchability coefficient
E == effort (e.g. days-at-sea, Hp-days)

Regression lines were forced through the origin. Residuals from the model fit were plotted against
fishing etTort to inspect trends in catchabilities.
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2.6 comparing individual vessel epUE

Data on Dutch beamtrawl vessels were taken from the Dutch logbook information (VIRIS) which
was available from 1990 to the first half of 1997 for the Dutch fleet. Data on landings by foreign
vessels in the Netherlands were available for the years 1995 to mid 1997. Only trips with beamtrawl
gear were selected for analysis. Trips where the summed catch ofplaice and sole was less than the
summed catch ofall other species were discarded.

A second analysis was performed using data on flag vessels sailing under the UK flag and compared
to the Dutch vessels. The UK flag data consisted of the years 1990 - 1996 and was based on fishing
effort in days at sea.

The North Sea was subdivided into 7 areas (Fi!:,'Ure A2. 1) reflecting the important fishing locations.
Areas 1 to 3 signify the plaice box. Area 7 is the northern North Sea north of 55 deg. N where a
meshsize of 100 mm is obligatory and where traditional plaice fishing grounds are found. The areas
4 to 6 are the central and southern North Sea where plaice and sole are caught in a mixed fishery.
Vessels were grouped in two groups:

1. ElIroclItters. Vessels with an engine power between 260 and 300 HP (about 160 Dutch vessels
and 30 flag-vessels)

2. Large "esse/s. Vessels with an engine ofmore than 300 HP (about 210 Dutch vessels and 40 flag
vessels)

An ANOVA model was estimated to evaluate the impacts of different variables on the log epUE:

logCPUE= consfanf+b/ogH+b2,ironlhj*area/b3,ij.//agj*monlhj *yeark

Where:

•

CPUE
HP
Month
Area
Flag
month*area
t1ag*month*year

Catch ofplaice or sole divided by thc days-at-sca
Engine power ofthc vessel (continuous variable)
JanuaI)', FebruaI)', ..., December
Areas as given in Figurc A2. 1.
Boolean; has valuc 0 if it is a Dutch beamtrawler and 1 if it is a t1ag vessel
Thc model is cstimated for all months and all areas (12*7=84 coetlicients)
All groups, all months, and all years (gives 72 coetlicients (2* 12*3»

epUE \vas expressed as catch per day-at-sea where days-at-sea were based on the total time away
from port. Alternatively HP days were used as a measure of effort.

The variable 111011111 *area represents the period- and location effect. The coefficients of the
jlag*111011111*year variable indicate the differences in epUE bet\veen Dutch beamtrawl vessels and
flag vessels over time after filtering out the vessel category, period, and location effect. The relative
(percentual) difference in epUE can be calculated using the differences of the coefficients of
flag*month*year:

e bNL

%diff=---1
e bflag

A negative percentual difTerence indicates a higher epUE for flag-vessels, a positive difference a
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higher CPUE for Dutch beamtrawl vessels.

2.7 assessing the effects of trends in catchability

Trends in catchability may afTect results of stock assessment procedures. Two simple XSA runs are
compared: one with only the NL beamtrawl index and the other with only the UK beamtrawl index
for tuning. All other settings are the same as used in the assessment WG (lCES, 1998).

3 ResuIts

3.1 Effort

Developments in fishing eifort ofthe Dutch beamtrawl fleet are shown in Figure A2. 2. Two units
are used to express efTort: horsepower days (HPD) and standardized horsepower days (SHPD). The
Dutch beamtra\vl fleet started to develop in de mid 1960s. After an increase in the late 1970s, eifort
levels have remained relatively stable since the mid 1980s. The UK beamtrawl fleet started to
develop in the mid 1980s (Figure A2. 3) and gradually replaced the traditional Seine fishery. An
important part ofthe UK beamtrawl fleet consists of so-called flag-vessels, vessels sailing under the •
UK flag but with a Dutch owner and captain and a predominantly Dutch crew (Figure A2. 3).

3.2 Capacity

Total capacity for the Dutch beamtrawl fleet increased in the 1970s and 1980s. In the late 1980s the
total capacity started to decrease, probably due to decommissioning programs (1987-1991 and
1992-1996). Figure A2. 4 shows the relationship between capacity and fishing efTort for the Dutch
beamtra\vl fleet. When efTort and capacity are expressed in normalized horsepower days, the recent
years (1989-1996) show a stable effort level at declining capacity levels, which indicates no direct
positive relationship bet\veen capacity and efTort. When both variables are expressed as standardized
horsepower units, the above mentioned phenomenon is less dear.

3.3 erVE

Trends in CPUE for the Dutch fleet and UK fleets are shown in Figure A2. 5 and Figure A2. 6. In
the calculation of the Dutch CPUE, it was assumed that all Dutch landings \vere taken in the •
beamtrawl fishery. This assumption is valid for the more recent years when the plaice and sole
landings were predominantly taken by the beamtrav,:l fleet (up to 99% ofthe landings). In earlier
ye~rs this assumption may be questioned. .

IfCPUE is taken as an indication of stock trends, the Dutch CPUE indicates a much stronger dec1ine
in the plaice stock, than the UK beamtrav,rl fleet or the UK flag vessel fleet. The difTerence in CPUE
between fleets is further addressed in paragraph 3.6.

3.4 Partial fishing mortality

Partial fishing martalities far the Dutch and the UK fleet are shawn in Figure A2. 7. Relatianships
between fishing effort and partial fishing mortality are shown in Figure Al. 8. A strong decrease in
partial fishing martality generated by the Dutch beamtrawl fleet is visible with no observable
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relationship to the effort development. Estimation ofa constant catchability parameter base on Dutch
beamtrawl index is rather dubious, whereas the UK beamtrawl fleet seems to conform well to the
assumption oflinear catchability. . .

3.5 Trends in catchahility

Trends in residuals of the fitted catchabilities against the etTort, are shown in Figure Al. 9 and. A
strong trend appears in the Dutch data series when etTort is expressed as normalized horsepower
days. If etTort is expressed in standardized horsepower days no discernable trend remains. Residuals
ofthe Dutch fleet are an order ofmagnitude larger than the residuals ofthe VK fleet.

3.6 Individual vessel CPUE

ANOVA analysis were performed on individual vessel epVE for Dutch vessels as compared to
foreign flag vessels landing in the Netherlands (1995-1997). Figure A2. 10 shows the percentual
ditTerences in epVE for the large cutters (> 300 HP) and the Eurocutters (260-300 HP). All flag
vessels have higher epVE's for plaice and the ditTerence between Dutch vessels and flag vessels

• seems to increase.

Additional ANOVA analyses \vere performed to compare the epVE ofDutch beamtrawl vessels and
VK flag-vessels. Results for vessels larger than 300 HP are presented in Figure Al. 11. In the years
1991 and 1992, higher epVE's where realized by Dutch vessels. In 1993 to 1996 flag vessels were
more efficient in catching plaice. The tendency for flag vessels to be more efficient seems to increase
over the last years.

3.7 Assessments

Results oftwo example XSA assessments, one using only the NL epVE series and the other using
only the VK epVE series for tuning, are presented in Figure Al. 12. The SSB ditTerence bet\veen
the 'VK assessment' over the 'NL assessment' is up to 29% in 1996.

4 DisCllssion

• 4.1 CPUE trends

Some trends in epVE may well be disconnected from the developments of stocks. Processes like
targetting (Biseau, 1998) or changes in the etTectiveness in etTort (REF) are likely causes ofthese
processes. Furthermore, mesh size regulations and c10sed areas are likely to atTect epVE.

4.2 Capacity, efTort and mortality

For management purposes the relationships between fleet capacity, effort and the generated fishing
mortality are important. If fishing mortality is c10sely linked to fishing effort - the underlying
hypothesis in many VPA models - then to reduce fishing mortality one has to reduce fishing etTort.
In the same manner, if fishing etTort would be linked to the capacity of a fleet, this \vould enable the
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definition of capacity levels that would generate a certain agreed target fishing mortality. These
relationships are hO\vever not as straightforward as mentioned above. Fishing capacity is like a wallet
of money: one knows that one can spend it, but it is not yet sure what it is going to be spend on.
Suppose, a certain capacity X is converted to an effort Y directed at species A. If for example quota
on that species would be restricted, the same capacity X could rather be directed at species B,
thereby creating a higher fishing mortality on species Band a 100ver fishing mortality on species A.
Any fixed relationships between capacity, effort and fishing mortality are thus only to expected in
periods when fishing patterns are stable.

A better insight into the reIationship between fishing effort and fishing mortality may be obtained by
using an independent index for the spatial distribution of the population, and then applying the
knO\'vTI effort and catch distributions from the various fleets to estimate fishing mortality by fleet and
area. For North Sea flatfish the quartedy IBTS data (1991-1996) are a suitable candidate to estimate
the (relative) distributions offish over rectangles.
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Figure A2. 2 NL beamtrawl fleet effort
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Figure A2. 3 UK beamtrawl effort and UK flag vessel effort
Effort ofthe UK beamtrawl fleet in HP hours (left) and UK flag vessels in HP days (right)
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Figure A2. 4 Effort vs Capacity for the NL beamtrawl fleet
Effort vs capacity for the NL beamtrawl fleet expressed in horsepower units (HP, HPD) and
standardized horsepower units (SHP, SHPD).
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Figure A2. 5 NL plaice epVE
NL plaice CPUE in catch per HP day (nominal CPUE) and Standardized HP day (standardized
CPUE). Units: ?? •
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Figure A2. 7 Partial fishing mortality plaice
Partial plaice fishing mortalities generated by the NL beamtrawl fleet and the UK beamtrawl fleet.

Figure A2. 8 Partial fishing mortalit)· North Sea plaice plotted against effort.
Partial tishing mortality generated by the NL and UK beamtrawilleet. Estimates oftotal tishing mortality deriwd trom
leES (1998). Partial tishing mortality calculated oyer as the arithmetic ayerage oyer the ages 2 - 10.
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Figure A2. 9 Resil1uals or catchahilit~·estimates; NL anl1 UK tleet
Residuals ofthe model fit (F=q*E) against beam trawl elTort fi)f the Dutch !leet (Jen) and the UK !leet (right).
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Relative ditlerences in plaice ePDE ofNL vessels and !lag-vessels in the period 1995 to mid 1997. Results from ANOVA
model dcscribed in the text. A negative percentual diflerence indicates a 10wer epUE for NL vessels.
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Figure A2. 11 Comparing Individual vessel CPVE; UK flag vessels only
Relative differences in plaice CPUE ofNL vessels and UK flag-vessels (>300 HP) in the period 1990
to 1996. Results from ANOVA model described in the text. A negative percentual difference
indicates a lower epVE for NL vessels.
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Annex 3

THE ESTIMATION OF l\10RTALITY DUE TO PASSAGE THROUGH FISHING GEARS

Robin Cook
FRS Marine Laboratory

P.O.Box 101 Victoria Road
Aberdeen AB 11 9DB

UK

Introduction

Traditional stock assessments within ICES assurne that all fish passing through a towed gear survive.
Experiments in recent years have shown that at least some fish do not survive the rigours of the
capture process even if they ultimately escape from the gear. Some experiments indicate that this
survival may be low depending on the size and age of the fish. If the survival is low there may be
important implications for current assessments since they \vill tend to underestimate fishing mortality •
and stock size. Furthermore, such assessments may result in biassed estimates ofbiological reference
points and misleading calculations on the benefits of changes in mesh size.

To date experiments on survival have been limited to examining the proportion of fish which die
after escaping trom the gear. In order to make use ofthis information in the assessment arena, these
data need to be translated into a mortality rate. This paper proposes a simple method for such a
calculation and iIIustrates its use in North Sea haddock assessments.

Theory

The following analysis is based on a method proposed by Mesnil (1996). A schematic diagram of
the theory is given in Figure A3. 1.

Let G be the number offish entering the codend. Ofthese a proportion Pr are retained and brought
aboard. Ifthe number offish brought aboard is Y, then;

Y=p,G (1) •
Now suppose that ofthese Y fish a proportion PI are retained and landed while the remainder are
discarded. The landings, Land the discards, 0, can be expressed as;

and

L-pY- I (2)

(3)

Suppose that some ofthe fish which pass through the codend do not survive. If survival rate of
these escaping fish is se' then the unseen deaths of fish which passed through the codend and
subsequently died is given by;
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(4)

or

(5)

Dfthe fish \vhich are discarded, some may survive. Let this survival rate be Sd' This means some of
the eateh Y is retumed to the sea alive. We wish to know the total number offish whieh die due to
fishing. These are ealled the removals, R, and is the sum of the landings, the diseards which do not
survive and the eodend eseapees \vhieh die, ie;

(6)

•
Substituting for Land 0 using the expressions above, and re- arranging leads to the formula for R;

(7)

and writing

we have:

R=UY

(8)

(9)

where U is a eorrection faetor to convert the fish observed on deek (but before disearding) into total
removals due to fishing. An important limitation is that U can only be calculated for those length
groups of fish whieh are actually measured on deck, since C is never observed. However, the
method should provide a bias eorreetion for most ofthe length range.

Estimation of escape mortality

There is a \vell established theory ofcatch at age analysis for the transformation of estimates of catch
(or landings) at age into estimates offishing mortality, F, and population numbers in the sea, N (eg
Darby and Flatman, 1994). This theory is based on solving the Baranov catch equation;

w

(10)

here C is the eatch in number, Z is the total mortality and a is the subseript for age. In normal usage,
C refers to the landings or landings plus diseards and F is the mortality rate resulting from C. If C
is an under estimate ofthe number of deaths due to fishing then the use of equation (10) will lead
to biassed estimates offishing mortality. This problem can be rectified by correcting the catch using
equation (9) and leads to the analogous equation:
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(11)

where F' is the total mortality due to fishing including that caused by passage through the gear. This
equation can be used in the normal catch at age analysis in order to calculate Z and N. Given Z and
N, equation (10) can be used to calculate F. The unaccounted mortality, or escape mortality due to
passage through the gear, Fe' is then simply:

In order to make use ofthe theory outlined above \\lithin the framework of conventional catch at age
analysis it is necessary to be able to estimate Va and correct the observed catch to obtain an estimate
of the removals. This in turn requires estimates of pp PI' Se and Sd' For convenience these can be
modelIed as age dependent ogives using standard two parameter curves typically used to describe
cod-end selectivity. Thus we have ogives defined as folIows:

for gear selectivity;

1
Pra=-----

1+32(GAso -a)/GSR

for proportion of catch landed;

for proportion of escapees surviving;

and for the proportion of discards surviving;

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

•

In each case the Aso parameter is the age where the proportion is 0.5 and SR is the parameter
corresponding to the age range over which the proportion increases from 0.25 to 0.75. Estimates
ofthese parameters will usually have to be obtained from independent field measurements.

An example: North Sea haddock

For illustration the model described above has been used to make a preliminary estimate of the
escape mortality rate for North Sea haddock mainly because more ofthe required data exist for this
stock than any other. The essential inputs required are the standard stock assessment data and
parameter estimates for equations (13) to (16). For the illustration presented here guesstimates of
the relevant parameters were made as fOllows (Table A3. 1).

Gear selectivity. Since most haddock are caught 10 semes and trawls by Scottish
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Table A3.1. Parameter values used to specify ogives.
Gear selection GA50 2 GSR 3
Catch retention LA50 2·· LSR 1
Escape survival EA50 2.7 ESR 3
Discard survival DA50 20 DSR

vessels, selecti"ity parameters \vere loose!y chosen on the basis of Scottish experimental data. These
suggest a GAso of about age 2 with a range of three years.

Catch retention. Approximations to the parameters were obtained by exammmg the age
compositions of Scottish landings with those ofthe discards age compositions.

Escape survival. Examination of Scottish survival data from field experiments was used to get a
rough idea of survival at age.

Discard survival. It was assumed that no discarded fish survive. Parameters were chosen to give a
zero proportion at all ages.

The ogives defined in this way are shown in Figure A3. 2.

Input catch data which correspond to landings were obtained from the ICES stock assessment
database. These data were used in conjunction with parameters in Table I to construct a removals
matrix and perfonn a conventional VPA. The VPA was initiated using standard ICES working group
inputs. The starting values ofF used in this way will ofcourse be biassed because they are based on
analyses \vhich do not take into account gear related deaths. However, the convergence rate ofthe
VPA is rapid and the calculated Fs for the historical period should be unaffected by this problem.

For comparath'e purposes two analyses \vere perfonned. Firstly a run was made using the parameter
values given in Table I. This run assurnes that some of the fish passing through the gear die.
Secondly a run was made making the conventional assumption that all fish escaping from the gear
survive. This run is elose to the typical ICES assessment.

Results

Fibrure A3. 3 shows the estimated fishing mortalities by age from the two analyses. Not surprisingly
the mortality on young fish increases when it is assumed gear escapes are subject to mortality. This
mortality peaks at age 2 and represents about 40% ofthe mortality due to fishing at that age. The
total mortality behveen the two runs is not as large as might be expected on the basis of the
caIculated escape mortality. The difference age 2 is only about 20%.

Fibrure A3. 4 shows the difference in the estimates ofthe number of age I fish bet\veen the two runs.
As expected, \vhen it is assumed that some escapes die, the population number increases. However,
there are no important differences in the trends.

Taking account ofgear deaths has an impact on the fishing mortality pattern by age. This might be
expected to afTect the calculation ofequilibrium yield and certain related biological reference points.
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A yie1d per recruit analysis was perforrned on each of the two runs to investigate this. Figures A3.
5 and A3. 6 show the results obtained. Including the effects ofgear deaths leads to lower estimates
ofFmax and a more "peaked" yield per recruit curve. The value ofthe maximum yield per recruit
is also lower when gear deaths are induded. However, this does not mean that average yields would
be lov,,·er because the average value of recruitment is higher in this analysis.

Discussion :md conclusions

The analysis in this paper has been perforrned primarily for illustration and improved parameter
estimates for escape survival would be required before the results can be taken seriously. On the
assumption that the chosen parameter values are reasonably realistic then some tentative conclusions
can be made:

1. Escape mortality can be moderate for the youngest fish and suggests that conventional estimates
of F at the younger ages may be biassed downward by about 20%.

2. For haddock, at least, the indusion ofgear related deaths in the assessment does not make a major
change to the perception of the state of the stock either in terms of stock trends or conventional e
biological reference points.

An important analysis which needs to be done is to investigate how escape survival affects traditional
mesh assessments. It might be expected that such an analysis would show that increasing the mesh
size in a fishery has smaller beneficial effects than otherwise expected. In order to perform such an
analysis, the effect of increasing mesh size on survival needs to be quantified.
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Figl/re .·13. 1. Diagram sllOwing the/ate o/fish after entering afishing gear and IlOw these IImy he
partitioned hetwem sl/rvivors and dealhs. 111 order to calcl/lale l/Ilhiassed eslillwtes 0/fishing mortality.
all deaths re~1t1tillg/romfishingactivity ml/st be acc01mted/or.
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